
Precautions for UL Certified Products

Please note that the important information remains the same even in case of ordering customized 
product(s).

UL certified products are not returnable or replaceable (except for defects).1.

Each UL certified product has a unique UL certification sticker with a serial number. 
This sticker cannot be easily removed and in the event where it is damaged or the characters are 
illegible, UL application may be rejected.

2.

The position of the UL certification sticker is determined according to the product size and cannot be 
changed. Please check the position of the sticker on the drawing (such as CAD, PDF or other drawings) 
of the corresponding model number. Drawings are downloadable from our website.

3.

The serial number on the UL certification sticker cannot be reissued with the same serial number.4.

Defective products (such as those with molding error) are subject of replacement. 
Note that the replacement(s) will incur a manufacturing and delivery lead-time; the serial number will 
also change.

5.

UL certification sticker cannot be sold or issued separately (each product has an unique UL certification 
sticker attached).

6.

Enclosure model number cannot be changed when applying for UL certification as each UL registered 
serial number is unique to each individual enclosure that is manufactured.

7.

Customers are responsible for the UL application for the final product. 
TAKACHI does not offer any application support, documentation assistance, or any other forms of 
guidance etc. related to the application process.

8.

For details on UL application and E-numbers, please contact UL directly.9.

UL508A is a standard for industrial control panels published by Underwriters Laboratories Limited Liability 

Company (UL LLC) in USA.

NEMA standards are a set of technical standards developed by the National Electrical Manufacturers 

Association (NEMA) in USA.

The NEMA Type 4X rating is equivalent to the IP56 protection rating.
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